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Abstract

Internet forums such as Reddit offer people a001
platform to ask for advice when they encounter002
various issues at work, school or in relation-003
ships. Telling helpful comments apart from004
unhelpful comments to these advice-seeking005
posts can help people and dialogue agents to006
become more helpful in offering advice. We007
propose a dataset that contains both helpful008
and unhelpful comments in response to such009
requests. We then relate helpfulness to the010
closely related construct of empathy. Finally,011
we analyze the language features that are asso-012
ciated with helpful and unhelpful comments.013

1 Introduction014

When people encounter issues in their lives (such015

as problems with family and friends, difficulties at016

school/work as well as troubles in pursuing one’s017

interests and hobbies), many seek for advice in018

order to solve these problems. Some ask for such019

advice on internet forums, such as the r/Advice020

subreddit1. Other users can then comment on these021

posts to attempt to help the post authors.022

While many users can actively offer help, not all023

of them will be seen as helpful by the user asking024

for advice. Examples of a helpful and an unhelpful025

comment are presented in Figure 1 to show their026

contrast. In order to support people and dialogue027

agents to be more effective in offering helpful com-028

ments, a critical first step is to understand what029

makes these comments helpful. We make use of a030

feedback system on r/Advice that labels comments031

based on whether the original post author finds032

comments to be helpful. Based on this feedback033

system, we introduce a new dataset of comments,034

labelled with their binary helpfulness.035

Helpfulness has been extensively studied based036

on exchanges in online support communities037

(Chuang and Yang, 2012; Schotanus-Dijkstra et al.,038

1https://www.reddit.com/r/Advice/

Figure 1: Examples of helpful and un-helpful com-
ments to a help-seeking post. “Helped” is a magic word
for labelling the response.

2014; Paulus and Varga, 2015; Subramani and 039

O’Connor, 2018; McKiernan et al., 2018; Green 040

et al., 2020). These studies found that helpfulness is 041

associated with various characteristics such as emo- 042

tional warmth, relevant knowledge, willingness to 043

understand, empowering choice, active listening as 044

well as sharing of similar experiences. However, 045

these studies are solely based on qualitative inter- 046

pretations and have thus far not sought to associate 047

language features with helpfulness. To overcome 048

this limitation, we seek to identify words that are 049

most positively and negatively associated with help- 050

fulness, and relate these words to characteristics of 051

helpfulness from prior literature. 052

Helpfulness is closely related to empathy, as they 053

share many characteristics such as being emotion- 054

ally warm and compassionate; accepting others’ 055

frame of reference, and practising active listen- 056

ing (Davis, 1983; Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright, 057

2004; Zhou et al., 2003). We show that people’s 058

average helpfulness across all of their comments 059

correlates with their measured empathy score. We 060

also relate our study to literature on the language 061

features that are associated with empathy (Sharma 062

et al., 2020; Xiao et al., 2015; Gibson et al., 2015) 063
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and show that there is a great overlap among their064

language features.065

Our key contributions are:066

1. We introduce and plan to openly release a067

novel dataset (CC BY-SA license) containing068

helpful and unhelpful comments in response069

to posts seeking for advice on life issues.070

2. We relate helpfulness in comments that re-071

spond to posts seeking for advice on life issues072

to empathy.073

3. We analyze the language features that are asso-074

ciated with helpful and unhelpful comments.075

2 Related Work076

Helpfulness on Online Support Communities077

Helpfulness has been studied in online support com-078

munities where peers can offer help and support079

to one another. These communities often center080

around a shared life situation such as chronic health081

conditions (Subramani and O’Connor, 2018; Green082

et al., 2020) and family bereavement (Schotanus-083

Dijkstra et al., 2014; Paulus and Varga, 2015). Sev-084

eral factors were emphasized in common: Peers085

were found more helpful when they are emotion-086

ally warm and compassionate, give others choice087

on a solution, willing to accept others’ perspec-088

tives and experiences, practice active listening -089

by paraphrasing, asking questions and reflecting090

feelings, give pertinent advice/insights to help oth-091

ers to solve their problem, as well as share similar092

experiences (Chuang and Yang, 2012; Schotanus-093

Dijkstra et al., 2014; Paulus and Varga, 2015; Sub-094

ramani and O’Connor, 2018; McKiernan et al.,095

2018; Green et al., 2020). While there has been096

significant work on what people find helpful, exist-097

ing studies are based on qualitative themes and to098

the best of our knowledge, no work has been done099

on the language features that characterizes helpful100

support messages.101

Language Features for Empathy Empathy is102

closely related to helpfulness, as many factors con-103

tributing to helpfulness (being emotionally warm104

and compassionate; accepting others’ perspectives;105

practising active listening) are also associated with106

empathy (Davis, 1983; Baron-Cohen and Wheel-107

wright, 2004; Zhou et al., 2003). There has been108

significant work on language features that char-109

acterize empathy. Sharma et al. (2020) identified110

that empathy is expressed in language use relating111

to expressing warm and compassionate emotions, 112

communicating an understanding of others’ expe- 113

rience, and asking more about the person’s experi- 114

ences. Xiao et al. (2015) and Gibson et al. (2015) 115

found that language use relating to asking for oth- 116

ers’ perspective (e.g. it sounds like; do you think) 117

are positively associated with empathy while lan- 118

guage use that orders other around (e.g. you need 119

to; please answer the) are negatively associated 120

with empathy. Language features for empathy over- 121

lap with the features that characterize helpfulness, 122

reinforcing the strong connection between empathy 123

and helpfulness. 124

3 Dataset 125

Our English dataset is obtained from r/Advice, 126

which allows post authors to mark out comment(s) 127

that they have found helpful2. Comments to posts 128

with at least one helpful comment, but were not 129

themselves labeled as helpful are labelled as un- 130

helpful. This inclusion criterion minimizes the mis- 131

labelling of comments to posts whose authors did 132

not actively participate in labelling comments. Text 133

from Reddit was downloaded through the Pushshift 134

Application Programming Interface3. Suitable 135

posts and all associated comments from the Ad- 136

vice subreddit were downloaded within 300 days 137

(Apr 2019 - Feb 2020). Comments by the post au- 138

thors and automated bots were excluded. Across 139

the 24964 posts that were downloaded, there were 140

92477 associated comments (41146 helpful). On 141

average, each comment has 95.8 words (SD=134.5). 142

Training/validation/test split was 80-10-10. 143

4 How does Helpfulness Relate to 144

Empathy? 145

To determine how helpfulness relates to empathy, 146

we calculate an aggregated metric for each user 147

based on the proportion of their comments found to 148

be helpful. We then correlate average user helpful- 149

ness against an established psychological measure 150

of empathy. 151

Empathy Quotient Questionnaire The short 152

form of Empathy Quotient (EQ) questionnaire 153

(Wakabayashi et al., 2006) was used to measure 154

empathy (details are in appendix A). Higher scores 155

on the EQ represent higher empathy. The EQ ques- 156

tionnaire has high internal consistency (Cronbach’s 157

2This is done using the magic word "helped", which is
picked up by AdviceFlairBot

3https://pushshift.io/
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α = 0.90) and test-retest reliability after 12 months158

(r = 0.97, p < .001).159

Participants Only users with more than 20 com-160

ments were included to minimize the likelihood161

that their average helpfulness was biased due to162

limited observations. 508 Reddit users were sent163

an online questionnaire through Reddit and 91 re-164

sponded. Gender and age were optional to re-165

port. 86 participants reported gender (53 male166

and 33 female) and 83 reported age (M=33.7,167

SD=13.8). The mean user helpfulness is 0.5440168

(SD=0.1956). Using a two-sample t-test, the distri-169

bution of EQ scores (M=24.45, SD=8.822, N=91)170

in this study is found to be not significantly differ-171

ent (t(1850) = 0.0169, p = 0.9866) from the sam-172

ple (M=23.8, SD=8.75, N=1761) in Wakabayashi173

et al. (2006), demonstrating the representativeness174

of our sample.175

Figure 2: Empathy quotient (EQ) score against User
Helpfulness

Results As illustrated in Figure 2, there is a mod-176

erate correlation effect between EQ and User help-177

fulness (r(91) = 0.359, p < 0.001). We also178

explored correlating User helpfulness with vari-179

ous subscales of the EQ, namely cognitive em-180

pathy, affective empathy and social skills based181

on Zhou et al. (2020). Helpfulness correlates182

most strongly with cognitive empathy (r(91) =183

0.355, p < 0.001), followed by affective empa-184

thy (r(91) = 0.261, p = 0.012) and finally social185

skills (r(91) = 0.203, p = 0.054). This suggests186

that helpful commenters more often are better able187

to understand how the post authors think compared188

to how they feel or communicating it across in a189

social deft manner (which has a boundary p value).190

5 Predicting for Helpful Comments191

To explore the potential for the dataset to be use-192

ful in training models to distinguish between help-193

Micro-F1 (σ)

BERT 69.2 (0.60)
Logistic Regression 65.4 (0.55)
Naive Bayes 63.0 (0.44)
Support Vector Classifier 63.5 (0.59)
Random Forest 65.1 (0.60)

Table 1: Performance of baseline models on test set.
Details of their preparation are in Appendix B

ful and unhelpful comments, we trained several 194

baseline models and report their micro-average F1 195

scores. The performance of baseline models on this 196

task is relatively low but similar to the performance 197

on empathy datasets (Gibson et al., 2015; Khanpour 198

et al., 2017; Sharma et al., 2020). The relatively 199

low performance of baseline models on this task 200

suggests that while recognizing helpfulness in lan- 201

guage is trivial for typically-developing humans, 202

they remain challenging for machines. Techniques 203

such as commonsense reasoning (Sap et al., 2019; 204

Bosselut et al., 2019) can be explored in the future 205

to better capture the highly complex relationship 206

between language and helpfulness. 207

Significant Predictors of Helpfulness To char- 208

acterize helpfulness in our dataset, significant pre- 209

dictors of helpfulness (p < 0.05) based on the 210

Logistic Regression model were extracted and anal- 211

ysed.4 Thematic categories that were inductively 212

generated from these predictors are shown in Table 213

4 while word clouds are available in Appendix D. 214

The first overarching theme is positive and 215

friendly words. Helpfulness is positively pre- 216

dicted by polite, friendly-sounding and optimistic- 217

sounding words but negatively predicted by words 218

that indicate negative emotions. This relates to the 219

literature findings on how uplifting and friendly 220

online support peers are found to be more helpful. 221

(Paulson et al., 1999; Subramani and O’Connor, 222

2018) Affect-related words (such as sad and tears) 223

were previously found to be significant predictors 224

of empathy (Gibson et al., 2015). 225

A second overarching theme is words relating 226

to attempts to understand the perspective of oth- 227

ers. Helpful commenters do so by addressing post 228

authors directly, instead of patronizing the difficul- 229

ties that they face. This is also in agreement with 230

4The dataset used to extract the most significant predic-
tors is slightly different. Only one comment was sampled
from each post and author to overcome the problem that the
covariance matrix was originally non-invertible.
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Direction Themes Words Examples

Positive Polite, friendly personally, friend, Me, personally...I’d let it slide. He’d be
predictors sounding words glad, welcome, That’s okay I’m just glad that you were able to

feels, hey maybe text her? Be like hey, just wanted to say

Optimistic good, luck session with your therapist. Good luck
sounding words hope, hopefully hope something I say can help you a little!

yes, learned, helped And yes that is dangerous and quite
forward, strong, work that you can look forward to.

Words addressing you I really think you deserve better. You sound like
the post author I understand that you really like these guys
directly as long as you feel you are making the best of

Negative Words indicating victim, kill, rid to be labelled as a victim. She might be afraid of
predictors negative emotions bad, depression I was internalizing every bad thing that happened

Words that patronize dealt, wish it’s the latter, as I dealt with when I was like
the problem faced easy, promise it seems like the easy solution to your situation.
by the post author advice, told The best advice I can give you though

Table 2: Thematic categories for significantly predictors of Helpfulness. Statistical analysis in Appendix E

literature on how helpfulness is associated with231

peers’ attempt to accept others’ frame of references232

and experiences. (Subramani and O’Connor, 2018;233

Green et al., 2020) Furthermore, terms indicating234

an inclination to find out more about the perspec-235

tive of others (e.g. “do you think”, “it sounds like”236

and “you think about”) were also predictors in em-237

pathy datasets (Gibson et al., 2015; Xiao et al.,238

2015). Overall, the overarching themes that are239

predictive of helpfulness in our dataset are sup-240

ported by literature on helpfulness and language241

features associated with empathy.242

6 Human-Annotated Features for243

Comment Helpfulness244

To better understand the capabilities and limitations245

of language features in capturing comment helpful-246

ness, two graduate students manually annotated a247

selection of helpful comments. Annotations were248

done on 5 comments each from 91 authors who249

responded to our empathy quotient questionnaire.250

Comments were sampled using a stratified ap-251

proach that results in a sampled average helpfulness252

to be closest possible to the author’s average help-253

fulness score (Pearson′s r = 0.937, p < 0.001).254

Then we labelled each comment with one or more255

of the 10 possible labels based on helpfulness liter-256

ature (see Section 2). They are 1. Highly directive,257

short advice 2. Dismissing concern 3. Negative258

terms 4. Tangential or unspecific comment 5. Share259

similar experience 6. Ask clarifying questions 7.260

Relevant knowledge 8. Emotional support 9. Rec- 261

ognizing difficulty 10. Tentative language. Aver- 262

age Cohen’s κ is 0.690 (σ=0.107). Definitions and 263

Cohen’s κ for each label are in Appendix 5. 264

Using a logistic regression, we found that only 265

the use of negative terms and tangential or unspe- 266

cific comment are negatively associated with help- 267

fulness (p < 0.05) while providing relevant knowl- 268

edge is positively associated (p < 0.05). The use 269

of negative terms was also captured by the logistic 270

regression based on language use while the other 271

two factors were not. An inspection of examples 272

revealed that negative terms only comprises of a 273

small set of words while those two factors require 274

contextual semantic understanding of what is rele- 275

vant knowledge to a situation and what is tangential. 276

Future work can make use of knowledge-enhanced 277

models (Peters et al., 2019; Clark et al., 2021) to 278

better capture such contextual understanding. 279

7 Conclusion 280

We introduce and plan to openly release a novel 281

dataset containing helpful and unhelpful comments 282

in response to posts seeking for advice on life is- 283

sues. We show that the helpfulness of such com- 284

ments is related to the commenters’ empathy and 285

pioneer an analysis into language features predic- 286

tive of helpful and unhelpful comments on online 287

support communities. Our work can contribute to- 288

wards supporting people and automated dialogue 289

agents to offer more helpful comments to others. 290
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Ethics and Broader Impact291

This project has been approved by an Institutional292

Review Board. The use of Reddit data in this293

project is in alignment with the Reddit End User294

License Agreement and the Terms of Use for De-295

velopers. Because part of the project requires par-296

ticipants to respond to questionnaires, we made297

sure that the items were phrased sensitively so that298

no unintended harm would be caused. No pay-299

ment was made to voluntary participants, as the300

survey could be done within a few minutes. We301

also guided participants to make informed deci-302

sions about their participation, giving them the op-303

portunity to withdraw any time, during and after304

the completion of the questionnaire. The collected305

information, which does not include personally306

identifiable information, was stored securely with307

access restricted to the research team. We also man-308

ually inspected a small selection of Reddit data to309

ensure that they do not contain names, personally310

identifying information or offensive content. We311

anticipate that this project can accelerate the devel-312

opment of models that can better detect and express313

helpfulness in social settings, between humans and314

with social dialogue agents.315
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A Empathy Quotient Questionnaire435

Items originate from the long form of Empathy436

Quotient questionnaire (Baron-Cohen and Wheel-437

wright, 2004), which is well-cited (>3500 citations)438

and demonstrates good validity in large (>500,000)439

and culturally-diverse samples (Kosonogov, 2014;440

Groen et al., 2015; Greenberg et al., 2018). The441

short form was chosen to reduce the time taken442

to answer the questionnaire and thereby increase443

the response rate. The short form is a 22-item444

forced-choice self-report questionnaire that can be445

answered on a four-point Likert Scale (Strongly446

Agree, Agree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree). Ques-447

tions include “I often find it difficult to judge if448

something is rude or polite”, “I can pick up quickly449

if someone says one thing but means another”, and450

“I am good at predicting how someone will feel”.451

Each response can give 0, 1 or 2 points, leading to452

a maximum total EQ score of 44.453

B Baseline Models454

Each model was run with 5 different random seeds.455

BERT Pre-trained BERT English-base-uncased456

WordPiece tokenizer was used. We fine-tuned457

a BERT Sequence Prediction model (English-458

base-uncased version with 12-layer, 768-hidden,459

12-heads, 110M parameters accessed from460

https://github.com/huggingface/461

transformers). BertAdam optimizer was used462

with 0.1 epoch for warmup and learning rate of463

2 ∗ 10−6 following a search within {1,2,5} * 10n,464

−6 ≥ n ≥ −4 using F1 as criterion. Maximum465

sequence length was 512 tokens, batch-size was 8466

and epoch number was 2. Training took 4 hours on467

a Nvidia P100 GPU.468

Others Text was split up into individual words469

and lower-cased. The number of times each word470

occurred in each text was then counted. Words that471

occurred fewer than ten times altogether were re-472

moved to minimize the effects of misspelled or rare473

words. Logistic Regression, Linear Support Vector474

Classifier, Multinomial Naive Bayes and Random475

Forest models were trained (accessed from https:476

//scikit-learn.org/stable/) All hyper-477

parameters were default except adjusting the num-478

ber of estimators in the Random Forest model to479

100. Training took negligible time (< 0.5 hours) on480

CPU.481

C Performance of Baseline Models 482

(Validation Set) 483

Micro-F1 (σ)

BERT 69.5 (0.52)
Logistic Regression 65.1 (0.12)
Naive Bayes 62.9 (0.40)
Support Vector Classifier 63.5 (0.34)
Random Forest 65.2 (0.33)

Table 3: Performance of baseline models on validation
set.

D Word Clouds of Significant Predictors 484

of Helpfulness 485

Size of words are directly proportional to their sig- 486

nificance of correlation. 487

Figure 3: Significant positive predictors of helpfulness

Figure 4: Significant negative predictors o helpfulness

E Statistical Description for Each Theme 488

F Labels and Descriptions for Manual 489

Annotation of Helpfulness 490

G Empathy Questionnaire Instructions 491
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Direction Themes Words Mean Info. Proportion (%)
Gain Total Helpful Unhelpful

Positive Polite, friendly personally, friend, 0.002759 11.7 16.1 8.14
predictors sounding words glad, welcome,

feels, hey

Optimistic good, luck 0.00431 27.6 37.0 20.0
sounding words hope, hopefully

yes, learned, helped
forward, strong,

Words addressing you 0.0484 73.2 84.4 64.2
the post author
directly

Negative Words indicating victim, kill, rid 0.000712 7.81 9.67 6.32
predictors negative emotions bad, depression

Words that patronize dealt, wish 0.000864 12.2 15.3 9.67
the problem faced easy, promise
by the post author advice, told

Table 4: Statistical Description for themes identified from significantly predictors of Helpfulness. Helpful com-
ments contain more words from both positive and negative predictors, but the gap between helpful and unhelpful
comments is greater for positive predictors.

Label Description Cohen’s κ

Highly directive, short advice Extremely short advice that are directing what the post author should do 0.724
(commonly yes, no, go do this! etc)

Dismissing concern Saying that what the post author is going through is not a big deal 0.662
Negative terms Mentioning negative terms that the author did not bring up 0.788

(crazy, psycho etc).
Tangential or unspecific comment Mentioning random terms that has nothing to do with the author’s post. 0.794
Share similar experience Bringing up that the comment author experienced something 0.677

similar as the post author
Ask clarifying questions Asking questions to clarify what the author’s situation really is. 0.644

Alternatively, they can be saying “If it’s situation A then . . . ,
otherwise if situation B then . . . ”

Relevant knowledge Bringing any knowledge to help solve the post author’s specific situation 0.802
(for instance, something like “you can try . . . “ or “there is this resource . . . ”)

Emotional support Offering emotional comfort to the post author (something like 0.650
I am sure this will get better or It’s definitely not your fault)

Recognizing difficulty Acknowledging that it’s a very bad situation for the author to be in 0.419*
(I’m sorry that this is a really bad situation)

Tentative language Phrasing advice as tentative suggestions – such as using 0.739
“you might want to try . . . ” or “ I am no expert on this but . . . ”

Table 5: Labels, descriptions and Cohen’s κ for manual annotation of helpfulness in comments. * Cohen’s κ for
“Recognizing difficulty” is low due to the very low number of positive labels (<5%)
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Figure 5: Empathy questionnaire instructions
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